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Working Agreements & 

COLLABORATIVE ETHICAL BOUNDARIES 

All relationships are bound by an ethical code.  This code may be unspoken or assumed, or it may be 
summarized in pre-drafted standard business contracts which the parties agree with little, if any, 
amendment.  Personal relationships may also be subject to an explicit code, such as appears in 
marital vows or pre-nuptial contracts.  In essence, all of these codes share a purpose of establishing 
what is/is not acceptable conduct in the relationship; some contracts will be backed by force of law.   

As coaches and trainers, we establish relationships by reviewing mutual expectations, confirming 
our goals and agenda (“How can I help you with your recovery today?”), and establishing a 
collaborative Code of Conduct for our time together.  This code is called, “Working Agreements.”   

Working Agreements answer three foundational relationship questions: 

 How do we want to be together in this relationship/group/environment? 
 What behaviors will we invite/reject? 
 Are we both/all agreed? 

Working Agreements are developed collaboratively, with everyone in the relationship/group invited 
to participate fully in the creation process from the start.   

Accordingly, Working Agreements: 

 Capture the behavioral values and priorities present in the relationship/group 
 Have full buy-in from everyone 
 Include the coach/trainer 
 Are written and visible to all parties throughout the relationship 

We continue the collaborative development process until we’ve all come to agreement.  Without 
unanimous agreement, there is no group (with shared purpose and responsibility), just a collection 
of loosely-assembled individuals.  Thus, Working Agreements are fundamental to relationships, 
including group work, irrespective of the number of group members involved. 

Working Agreements retain their fundamentally organic nature by remaining open to review, 
amendment and addition at any time throughout the relationship.  Coaches/trainers may formally 
revisit them at intervals to check for continued efficacy, or to invite further consideration.  Group 
members are explicitly empowered to invoke and manage them at any time.     

Although Working Agreements are developed from scratch, coaches and trainers may bring a 
checklist of suggestions and/or items important to them, such as the following: 

 We are invited to speak up and claim our place in the relationship/group 
 We are invited to share fully and self-responsibly  
 We welcome each other’s opinions and respect each other’s feelings 
 We take personal responsibility for staying engaged 
 We take mutual responsibility for the health of the relationship/group/learning community  

See also, Youth Supported Recovery, ASAP-PWI 2020 (http://www.asapnys.org/ny-certification-board/); and,   
Recovery Coach Academy (multiple editions), Connecticut Community for Addition Recovery (https://ccar.us/)  
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